Fun Theatre and Improvisation Games to Play with Your Family
Since all of us are spending a lot of time at home, we’ve compiled a list of some of our favorite games
you can play with your family! So take a break from watching TV and get your imaginations working by
trying one or all of these ideas together.

Suggestions for Families with Elementary to High School Students:

1. Questions Only
Pick two people to be the performers in your scene. The performers are given a scenario or a setting to
act out, however they may only speak in questions. If they say anything that is not a question (or if they
repeat a question that has already been said), they are out and someone new takes their place and
continues the scene. The topic can be changed if/when the current one gets stale. Some fun scenarios
to try might include: it’s raining meatballs, a trip to the zoo, or your toast is on fire.
2. One-Minute Story
Choose a story that everyone in the family knows well. It could be a classic fairytale like The Three Little
Pigs or a book you all love to read together. Once you’ve chosen the story, pick two to three people to
be the performers in your scene. Whoever is watching the performers will be in charge of watching the
time. Using a stopwatch or a timer, performers will have one minute to act out the beginning, middle,
and end of the story using their bodies and voices. If they are able to do this successfully, performers will
then have just 30 seconds to act out the story. Finally, for a tricky challenge, performers will have just 10
seconds to act out the entire story!
3. Fashion Show
Put on a fashion show! First, decide as a family what the theme will be for your show. Maybe it will be
holiday themed or based around a season like Summertime Styles. Then, decide what roles everyone in
your family will play. Who will be the model(s) going down the catwalk? Will you have an emcee, a
wardrobe designer, or a photographer? Then, have everyone in the family set up the space. Decide
where models will enter and exit, where the audience will sit, what costumes the models will wear, and
what music you’ll play. Maybe you can even “invite” some friends and family to watch the show
digitally. If you have fun with this, try one of the silly variations to this game below!
_____________________

Silly Version of Fashion Show—Idea 1: Rehearse a show in which everything goes wrong! Example: The
emcee trips over the microphone cord, the music won’t start playing, or models wear things that don’t
fit. Think of all the silliness you can!
______________________
Silly Version of Fashion Show—Idea 2: Create a ‘Wacky Wardrobe” Fashion Show. Have models put
their hair in silly styles and make all the costumes yourself using things like paper plates, toilet paper,
and paper grocery bags!

4. Unfortunately/ Fortunately
For this game, you will create an original story together as a family by taking turns saying one line each.
The only rule is that every line must alternate between “Unfortunately…” and “Fortunately…” For
example:
Person A: Unfortunately, the grocery store was out of cheddar cheese.
Person B: Fortunately, there was one box of mac and cheese left that came with a packet of cheese.
Person C: Unfortunately, when they went to pay for the mac and cheese, they realized they left their
wallet at home.
Person A: Fortunately, they found a few dollars in their coat pocket.
Suggestions for Families with Pre-Kindergarten to Early Elementary Students:
1. Duck, Duck, Fruit!
This is a fun variation of the classic game Duck, Duck, Goose. Instead of “goose,” the person that is “it”
tags another player and assigns a category such as fruit, sports, cereal, TV shows, books, etc. Instead of a
chase, the tagged person stays in place and tries to name three items in the given category before the
“it” person runs around the circle and gets back to them. If they can name three things, then “it” repeats
the process with a new category. You can assign a higher number if three seems too simple.
2. Object Pose
Using a theme such as food or vehicles or a favorite book with great images for ideas, have your child
work with you (or a sibling!) to create objects using only their bodies. For example, if the object was a
pizza pie, maybe both players would hold hands and make their arms curved to look like a round pizza. If
you’re looking for a challenge, try coming up with multiple ways to create the object with your body or
take away a body part they can use for a round (for example, make a pizza without using your arms).
3. Puppet Show
Work with your student to come up with their own story using the following ad lib: “Yesterday, I
discovered my _____ was missing from ____ and decided to go _____ to look for it.” Use any household
items or toys you’d like as props or small costume pieces or create your own popsicle stick or plastic
spoon puppets to act out your story!

